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CD2 transforms the way you deliver one of the most strategic drivers of business value: content. Different
by design, CD2 Learning offers the only complete, cloud-based offering in the market ﬂexible enough to
offer a CMS, LMS, and a social collaboration platform with built-in content authoring tools. We allow you
to quickly and easily create, deliver, and track customized content across a spectrum of applications.
Finally, a new way to meet the evolving learning needs of your employees and customers.

One Solution Built By One Team
Content Management
Easily ﬁnd, repurpose, and deliver content quickly in
a system tailored to meet your needs. Save resources
by eliminating the need for multiple applications and
completely transform the way your customers and
employees experience your content.

Learning Management
Quickly and easily create and track online, blended,
and live training opportunities. Transform the learning
experience by reaching people where they are and
include social media and gamiﬁcation with a solution
that delivers anywhere or anytime.

Social Collaboration

Content Authoring
Use our award-winning tools to construct interactive,
real-world simulations, games, assessments, and
other activities while gathering analytics on every
click. Create a new level of engagement that meets
the ever-changing needs your users.

Solve problems, innovate faster and harness the
expertise and viewpoints of others in a collaborative
solution. Streamline your processes and see them
work for you step-by-step in a single, cloud-based
system.

CONTENT DRIVEN DELIVERY (CD2)

• 2015 Brandon Hall Group SIlver Award

• 2015 Leadership 500 Excellence Awards Winner

• 2015 Finalist (client) CLO Media Award

• 2015 Top winner in the People’s Choice Stevie® Awards

• 2015 Winner in 7 Stevie® Awards

• 2014 Top winner in the People’s Choice Stevie® Awards
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CD2 Innovative Features
Moment-in-Time - Create Content Anywhere, Anytime
In today’s continuously connected world, information and training can rapidly
become obsolete. Take advantage of the audio/video capabilities of devices to
ensure a true real-time experience.

Innovator - Content Authoring with Revolutionary Tracking
Add a new level of engagement for users. Innovator is a fully embedded and
internally developed tool designed with a drag-and-drop interface to visually
construct interactions - no code to write! For in-depth data collection, use audit
paths and checkpoint to track every click/touch.

Gamiﬁcation
Add an element of fun to your learning system by engaging users through
gamiﬁcation. Create a custom learning process map where points are accrued
and badges are automatically rewarded as users complete tasks. Use multiple
data elements to customize your requirements for each badge.

Personalized Learning - Educate Using Outcomes
Customized lessons created through “The Personal Learning Path” links learning outcomes with lesson content. The robust
analytics platform generates new lessons based upon assessment performance. (Non-linear delivery for today’s user.)

Collaboration - Online Discussions Using Your Content
Keep your organization up to date and share ideas using social collaboration. Start new threads and make use of
integrated social media tools. Rate comments to collectively identify the best ideas/discussions and keep the most valuable
conversations at the forefront.

Collaborative Workﬂows - Track Processes In One Place
Select a single point for tracking linear or dynamic processes. The CD2 Collaborative Process Map provides an intuitive
interface where users interact by viewing steps and completing the associated activities. (Documentation and reporting
keep the process on track.)

Extended Enterprise Training - Offer Your Courses Externally
Sell your content and create a new source of revenue by leveraging an integrated eCommerce store. Each course can be
sold individually or as part of a package. Upon purchase, users have instant access to the training.
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